
Eight bodies in a single line
pressed together atop a narrow staircase
gazing at the doorway 
downwards a slanting slope 

Redhead,
stands in front of me
holding me upright.
Their lifeless extensions 
smear across the skin of my sweaty philtrum 
and leave a handlebar stash upon my infranasal depression.
Behind me, 
another butch body’s
abdominal region is the latest
in upper back ergonomy
They whisper in my ear
Do you prefer sex or massages?
Pelvic readjustment
Massages I reply.

Their hands begin 
gently on my traps
and make their way down the rhomboid major.
A few inches of space between their front and my back
thumbs and knuckles
become new hyper localised points of contact.
They encode me 
As as an archeologist
tracing hieroglyphic lines 
along the walls of my outward being.
You know anger and rage is held right here,
around your lats in this upper middle part of your back



kneeding, rolling my soft tissue,
UNGHH they release a pressure point, signals that I can’t decode,
It doesn’t matter what I say as long as I can say it 
and thank fuck I didn’t ask for sex or I’d have to think about what it means.
Primped and relaxed I feel like a piece of wagu beef 
I’m ready to GO
BEEP BEEP

On the other side, more bodies,
queue leu leu leu leu leu into a poorly ventilated room
The rattle of nerves harmonise 
to the sound of heavy metal and the brouhaha of waiting. 

I’m Wile. E coyote
suspended nowhere in between, 
One foot on the ledge one foot over the precipice
Roadrunner lurks nearby 
BEEP BEEP he kicks body number 8 in the small of their back, 
the weight of eight of us compounds 
forward, 
my centre shifts
bodies versus gravity, 
we fall, 
over the precipice 
and land
there is another step below
and another, 
and another 
and we’re off.



Sounds from the other side make way
they’re ready for us
We come apart,
the familiarity of pressure dissipates
It’s up to me now to hold myself up, to keep my entrails in
But what if I’m not equipped?
The atmosphere on the other side of that door, is it heavable? 
Where is my oxygen tank?
I feel an itch on my ribcage 
My hand moves upwards and discover a new set of grooves,
I have gills.

Body number 1 leads the way
they kick in the door, 
Mummy’s home
Daddy’s home
we push and shove 
Our presence ripples through the crowd
Spectators turned inside 
out
the bathwater comes the baby
and it absorbs every part of you along the way.

We follow the parting of the crowds 
and step apart in op/position
soft ground
8 green tatamis joined together at the Width
neatly delineated by a grid of eccentric yellow tape



Do you know about friction?
Space permitting, I do now.
Little “g” good, or little “e” evil?
Friction is friction,
It doesn’t matter which way you go

Polarities are not the cause but a symptom 
on the upside of the tumults of change
and the downsides of old ways
the symptom is not the cause the symptom is not the 
cause 
blue gets absorbed by red 
and makes violet the sound of cancellation
Left or Right?
Red flexes its muscles in 
eccentric contractions

3 x 12 negative reps 
slowing the rightwing fall through
orange, yellow and into green
But green now opposes red and creates a spectacle

The virginal iris of my downward gaze 
drink up the faux-forest tint of the wrestling mat below me
Green of my eyes meet the red of Redhead’s crown.
GHHHHASP
the last thing we want is a browning of the spectrum!

So we extend our limbs and charge 
our palms with the alchemy of averting muddy waters

I recognise, Butch’s face 
from the quality of touch
Their contours highlighted and now made visible 
by discordant hues of lily-livered light

  eccentric movement, Kandinsky said
is corporal

                           it moves towards the spectator 



blue pulls to counter gravity 
and right wing we go again

DO I PERFORM MY POLITICS? 
OF COURSE I DO,
but first a game of 20 questions
Which social hero am I?

concentric movement is spiritual,
it moves away



Amongst our rare varieties 
BUTCH, 
KILLER, 
REDHEAD, 
HONEY, 
QUEEN, 
CUNT POWER, 
STING 
& I

perform 
we perform as swarms without hives
despite bizarre mutations, 
gills grazing, wingspans colliding 
the foregone trans/missionary patterns 
of outworn presentation rituals.

Hollowed out, 
we long for the hot sexual obscenity of older times, 
for its organic promiscuities
Nostalgic displays of defence paying homage to a time
when the spectacle was believable, 
when backstage was off limits 
and when scenes were played out 
as secret rituals 
known only to the actors

Crowned with prefabricated signs
recognisable to every/body but ourselves
we will stand
we will stand with/out ground
 on the terra firma of our euphoric defence
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If you’ve ever been to a concert like a heavy metal or punk show 
you’ll know what it’s like to move as 
 one
’s motor system —
the electrical signals decoded as movement by the body’s core and peripheral structures —
become relegated to the hive.
A confused morass of impulses 
either cumulate, garnering mass and momentum
or clash to cancel each other out
a mob, a crowded subway carriage, this fucking stuffy body cluster 
an a-centred, a-peripheral sea of grey matter.
My body’s specific, expressive, attuned, faculties 
 muffled
instruments 
repurposed as transponders,
Receiving, absorbing, resisting, transmitting 
according to the amount of pressure that each one can 
with/stand
S aying 
Swaying
Swaying
Pressing
susceptible to 
collective motions emerging,
compressing 
me dictating 
reducing my freedom 
of movement to the capricious ticks and sways of the bodies that surround me. 
Inertia encoded into a network of disordered 
somnolent 
body-to-body-to-body-to-body-to-body 
contacts. 



The clusterfuck peripherates 
now I am everywhere in sight
So I locate hope in the spaces in between, 
and leave apart with bits of what I came looking for
I want to be whole, 

what is with/standing my way?
Nothing 
but the rounds
But don’t fight, 
if you don’t want to be like your opponent. 

A strip of film comes to the end of the spool, 
and we chase after the leader 
for some remainder of the passing of time
There is no science of the future!

Instead we are held within 
the eachness of rising passions 
transient images on/off/loaded
without sum or culmination
parts are just parts are just parts are just parts 

We interlock and begin to flicker
In excesses of clarity
making durations out of holds and immobilities,
standing,
at the mercy of thermodynamics
Let them play the hot Victor I will energise my debased position, and the crowd will 
applaud when punishment is vengeful
and the laws are upheld



I can’t watch

The particularly repulsive quality of my matter saturated with an excess of signs

are you trying to be disgusting?



with the nauseating viscosity of this personage
and offer soil in its stead
so that your judgment may be sown

I tug at the roots of your condemnation

amidst the verdant depths of my humorous overtures.
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